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PREFACE

The fourth biennial Arte-Polis International Conference between the 5-7 July 2012 brings together to Bandung, Indonesia, creative champions from different places around the world, to share and learn from each others creative experiences in making places.

Under the theme of Creative Connectivity and the Making of Place: Living Smart by Design, Arte-Polis 4 underlines the importance of connecting creative actors. Besides referring to a network society (community, business, government, academia); the past, present and future; culture, economy and place; the collaboration between art, media and technology; theory and practice; the informal and formal; education, research and industry; as well as the design, planning, and management of livable environments.

The aim of Arte-Polis 4 is to connect together practitioners, academics, community leaders, government officials, policy-makers, artists and other creative professionals from diverse disciplines and regions around the world concerned with the quality of life and connected nature of creative communities in urban, rural and pastoral places. Its objective is to share and learn from international and local experiences regarding current issues, best practices and policy implications of creative connectivity on place-making.

Keynote and Featured Speakers provide a platform for discussion of Conference theme to be elaborated in parallel sessions of the Conference Tracks.

- **Prof. Ulrich WEINBERG** - HPI School of Design Thinking, Postdam, GERMANY
- **Anies BASWEDAN, Ph.D.** - Paramadina University, INDONESIA
- **Andres DUANY, F.A.I.A.** - Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company, USA
- **Prof. Elizabeth PLATER-ZYBERK, F.A.I.A.** - University of Miami AND Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company, USA
- **Prof, (em.) Mohammad DANISWORO, Ph.D.** - Center for Urban Design Studies AND Institut Teknologi Bandung, INDONESIA
- **Dr. Sapta NIRWANDAR** - Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy, INDONESIA
- **Imam S. ERNAWI, MCM., M.Sc.** - Ministry of Public Works, INDONESIA

In this publication, Parallel Session papers are compiled to provide an insight for reflection and sharing of the best practice experiences from over 15 countries. We trust that you will find Arte-Polis 4 International Conference on Creative Connectivity and the Making of Place: Living Smart by Design a rewarding and enriching learning experience worth sharing.

*The Editors*

*Arte-Polis 4 International Conference*
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Microplanning in the Neighborhood Upgrading Program as a Creative Connectivity of Community and their Poor Rural Settlement for Planning Sustainability

Winny ASTUTI, Ph.D
Center for Information and Regional Development (LPPM)
Study Program of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Sebelas Maret INDONESIA
w>imyasl@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT

Microplanning is a process which seek to build linkage between local and central need (or between local program and National Policy) and so to reach consensus among participants on priorities. This method are usually used in a small-scale community-based upgrading programmes. Microplanning has been a tool for including and participating the poor people in the settlements development, where enables programmes for neighborhood upgrading to be prepared locally and collaboratively, since the planning process. Therefore this will be a tool for sustainable rural settlements development, which generates transformation of attitude, encourages self community management and entrepreneurship. The research aims to identify the stages of community in conducting microplanning method in PLPBK-Povety Alleviation Program and to analyse the spatial patterns of relation between community and space. This research used the method of Participatory Action research (PAR) where the researcher involved in the process as a Planning Assistant Expert. The Results of PLPBK-ND document have shown that there are a strong connectivity between community organization involved in the Program as well as connectivity between space and social life and activity of community

Keywords: neighborhood upgrading; microplanning; settlements; connectivity; Poverty Alleviation